Tactics for Norm-Creative Innovation

Abstract This paper presents a set of norm-creative innovation tactics developed in collaborative design research projects with the objective of creating more inclusive solutions. Unawareness of social norms are exemplified through some of the flaws design has contributed to. The norm-creative approach explored in this paper involves a first step of being norm-critical, i.e. challenging social norms that contributes to inequalities and social exclusion, and a second step of being norm-creative, i.e. developing design solutions that counteract such norms through design thinking of what might be. The tactics were developed by extracting and articulating knowledge and experiences from various strands of design methodologies, successively tweaked with norm-creative perspectives and then probed in a series of collaborative design projects. The resulting tactics serve three key roles: Firstly, they contribute in iterative explorations of several stances and action possibilities. Secondly, they promote change of awareness through increasing understanding of diverse user experiences and social exclusion, and thirdly, they contribute both in thinking new about what is and what might be, thereby affording innovative prospects. Tactics for norm-creative innovation can for these reasons be one way of raising awareness and contributing to social sustainability through design.
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**Introduction**

Design has considerable social significance — through design(s), we humans give shape, direction, and meaning to our individual and collective existence in the world. With this in mind, in this article we will be exploring some of the ways that design either succeeds or fails to support human beings, and in doing so, endeavor to “provide a new perspective for exploring the many moral and ethical problems that lie at the core of the design professions.” To us, that perspective involves analyzing and challenging certain inequalities that design may have contributed to creating. In this article, we put forward the use of norm-creative tactics as one way of dealing with such issues. These tactics do not represent a ground-breaking new approach to designing — they synthesize different perspectives with aspects drawn from various threads of design methodology. The novelty of our approach lies in the combination and categorization of the tactics’ objectives — from radical to inclusive and social — and the particular way we have tweaked objectives to specifically address social norms in design and innovation.

We define norm-creative innovation as a two-step process: first, the designer must be norm-critical, and after, norm-creative. The aim in the first step is to critically analyze relevant social norms, including socially constructed mental models, outlooks, and values; perceptions of difference; and perceptions of which roles and characteristics we value and devalue — all of which contribute to inequality and social exclusion. The second step involves norm-creative design thinking — developing design solutions that counteract such norms through reflection on what might be. In this article, we will explore the notion that norm-creative innovation has the potential to produce outcomes that are desirable, valuable, and satisfying because they are socially sustainable.

In the following sections, we will treat design practice and results as a kind of “discourse” involving thinking that both constrains and enables, and which indicates an underlying framework through which things are being decoded, sanctioned, or excluded. This notion of discourse is directly related to how design creates and perpetuates social norms — the values that govern human attitudes to age, sex, ethnicity, and so on, and the actions taken based on those norms, according to whether those characteristics are valued or devalued. After exploring the phenomenon of social norms within design discourse, we look at how innovative, norm-creative approaches can expose and challenge the values, attitudes, beliefs, and underlying assumptions that contribute to design outcomes. Drawing on norm-critical perspectives, various design methodologies, and our experience with collaborative design research projects, we will explore the hows and whys of implementing norm-creative innovation tactics that take such particularities, performances, and material and immaterial entities into account.

**Social Norms in Design**

Design is a discipline that enact a process of thinking and planning to create desired outcomes. However, design can result in outcomes that exclude entire sectors of the population — intentionally or unintentionally. For example, when Swedish insurer Folksam had researchers analyze car crash data in their database, they found that women in the driver’s seat were three times more likely to suffer whiplash than men. This data corroborates the findings of another study in 2011 in the United States. Two contributing factors to this result may be (a) the shape of car seats and, in parallel, (b) the state of the art in crash test dummies. Car seats are modelled, designed, and prototyped, and these are tested using crash test dummies. Crash test dummies have been designed — until very recently — using male...
biomechanical standards, including the relative strength of the neck bones at risk of injury.

In Sweden (and likely elsewhere), crash test dummies had always been male! Despite the fact that this convention omits an entire portion of the human species, the male dummies were considered neutral testing objects. The car industry had begun its safety testing using crash test dolls inherited from the US Air Force, which were modelled on the typical pilot—a man. This meant that any car seat safety modifications would only protect male users properly.

Here is an example of the normative notion of “man”—a term which was used (until recently) to denote the entire human race. That usage points to what some might call an invisible hierarchy whereby men are perceived as “the norm” and the male (unconsciously) considered as primary. This is characterized in (somewhat archaic) labels such as “female doctor,” and in Simone de Beauvoir’s notion of the other in The Second Sex. Feminist theorist Judith Butler holds that gender discourse is performed—a rough interpretation of this would be that gender identity is enacted, rather than innate—and performative, or “real only to the extent that it is performed.” Butler says that gender performance is “an act that’s been going on before one arrived on the scene,” which implies an unconscious process, and the risk that people only see and perpetuate an expected norm. In this way, the car seat designers tested their seats using male-shaped crash test dummies without even perceiving the normative discourse they were working within—or perceiving that it might be problematic. Imagine the debate if cars were explicitly labeled “for male bodies only”—to our knowledge, such declarations do not exist, but nor do cars carry warnings that some users might not be fully protected in a car crash.

Let us consider another example: personal razors designed for men or women. Women get designs rendered in rounded shapes and soft pastel hues, and which have voluptuous names like “Passion” and “Venus”; men’s designs are cold, linear, and precise, and packaged in strong colors with black lines that symbolize activity and speed, and they have names like “Mach3.” These artifacts epitomize the constructed dichotomy between women and men. Their contrasting attributes are an example of things “doing gender” re-constructing social norms related to what it means to be woman/female or man/male. According to this theory, social norms pertaining to male and female behaviors and preferences are reaffirmed via the artifacts’ contrasting names, colors, material distinctions, and the way they intermediate action possibilities. In Western societies, dark colors are often linked to men and masculinity, for example, while bright colors and pastel tones are linked to women and femininity. One strategy to introduce an artifact to a new, female market segment might be to “pink it and shrink it.” Western ideals relative to form emphasize technological and rational execution, leading to social norms of precision and uniformity, which may result in artifacts with straight, angular shapes—indicating strength, stability, and speed—being associated with masculinity. The encoded design language in the female products, on the other hand, emphasizes sensuality and playfulness. Such dichotomies reinforce the notion of women and men as each other’s opposites. The perception of a product’s gender is influenced by the design elements of shape, color, and material—in this way, artifacts perform gender by communicating particular attributes and action possibilities (already) associated with women and men.

When function is given a higher value over form, yet another social norm is created and perpetuated. In the past, products and buildings were richly ornamented, but during the industrial revolution, decoration and ornamentation became of secondary importance. In this context, a hierarchy is constructed and supported in which aesthetic forms that relate to function are considered acceptable (for example fake air intakes on cars), while shapes that do not directly relate
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to function (for example flower patterns on a drilling machine) reduce the value or acceptability of a product. Perpetually idealizing functionality through form in this way can maintain segregation and hierarchies between men and women, boys and girls, adults and children, and upper and lower classes.

In a similar example, hard materials are often valued more highly than soft—and the concepts of soft and hard are often employed to convey connotations, qualities, and capacities that have been normalized as female or male.28 The material hierarchy is evident in architecture and interior design and their diligent use of hard materials such as stone, stainless steel, and glass.29 Privileging these materials may for example contribute to designed environments that echo and amplify noise, which can lead to noise-related stress and discomfort—and hence the potential exclusion of some populations.30

Yet another example is the light-skin bias in TV and film. In the early days of color broadcasting, cameras were calibrated for color balance using a standardized set of cards featuring women wearing bright contrastive clothing. The cards were called Shirley cards, after the first model to pose for them. All the models were pale-skinned.31 Although the frame of reference has widened since the 1950s, up until recently, pale skin was the standard against which any other tones were seen as “an aggravation—a deviation from this invisible norm.”32 A viral video on YouTube further illustrates what appears to be a designed predisposition towards light skin: a soap dispenser equipped with a sensor that does not function for a man with darker skin.33 The video exposes an obvious flaw in the design, which results in a form of social exclusion. Social exclusion is a multidimensional phenomenon, involving the lack or denial of resources, human rights, products, and services, which affects the quality of life among individuals and equity in society as a whole.34 The kind of thinking that leads to such social exclusion is rooted in mental models and values of difference, and perceptions of valued or devalued characteristics.35

Some social norms often support the primacy of able bodies, and people with disabilities are relegated to a status outside that norm.36 The differently-abled are confronted daily by countless obstacles in the public environment—a building without wheelchair access; a wheelchair ramp positioned at a building’s rear entrance or otherwise clearly separate from the public entrance; or public environments that are difficult to navigate for those with impaired vision.37 The design of the environment in these cases limits or prevents accessibility—it excludes people with disabilities.38 The performance of this kind of exclusion has been going on for centuries based on characteristics such as ethnicity, gender, identity, disability, and other intrinsic human features. The typically implicit and unspoken character of social norms in some cases contributes not only to marginalization, but also to stigmatization, alienation, and discrimination.39 Awareness of this tendency among design professionals can contribute to maximizing everyone’s freedom, and build social inclusiveness into a more sustainable future society for all.

One reason that design sometimes contributes to social exclusion relates to Madeline Akrich’s notion of the “I-methodology”– a set of user representations that resemble the designers themselves or imagined users/actors with specific tastes, competences, motives, aspirations, and so forth, to the exclusion of others, that designers embed into a particular narrative scenario or script—a framework of actors, possible actions, and the space within which they are expected to act. The notion of the I-methodology challenges designers’ predisposition to homogenize users into a comprehensible normative entity, and sets out to articulate design and its uses as a sociology of innovation and action.40 If we accept that all knowledge production is situated in some way— in other words, linked to the expertise, experience, and values that a person has in relation to a given
subject—that means that everyone carries their personal set of norms, mental models, and beliefs into new situations, and acts based on these understandings. No designer can be neutral, and from this standpoint, all are required to reflect on their pre-understandings, pre-suppositions, and preconceived notions when designing new situations and settings, and for new sets of user needs. Are we designing for the user in accordance with our own notions, instead of ensuring a good user experience?43

We perform social norms by expressing not only approval or disapproval of specific acts, but also of the characteristics of the actor—sex, ethnicity, body morphology, ability, and so on—and other situational circumstances.44 Social norms are woven into the fabric of our societies and guide our everyday actions. There are some social norms, however, that exclude certain people from the distinction of being normal. Anyone existing outside a social norm risks being forgotten, disregarded, neglected, or otherwise discriminated against.45 Exploration of these exclusions under the headings of gender equality or diversity has been taking place for quite some time, but recently the notion of norm-criticism has emerged as a frame for discussing how social norms contribute to physical and social exclusion.46 The practice entails problematizing social norms that limit human life worlds based on factors such as gender, age, sexuality, ethnicity, religion, and disability, and analyzing and questioning those social norms, power relationships and power structures that can be linked to different kinds of discrimination.47 The goal of being norm-critical is to address the root of the problem—the social norm—rather than the consequences that emerge in the form of inequity and discrimination. If designers are not aware of relevant social norms, they run the risk of designing outcomes that benefit those who are within the norm, often at the expense of those who are outside.48 Underlying the notion of norm-criticism is a call to action, because by not challenging discrimination, we risk not only perpetuating it, but also validating it.49

Despite striving for change, norm-critical analyses sometimes result in what some call action paralysis—different aspects are dissected, problematized, and rejected without opening up any accessible way forward. Norm-creativity is a more recent concept, with a foundation in organization and gender theory, which explores different ways of responding to non-conscious human interactions.50 Norm-critical activity involves gaining awareness of social norms that contribute to excluding and discriminating actions, and norm-creative activity is hence the ambition to generate counteractive actions. Norm-criticism plus norm-creativity is a combined approach that move away from gender mainstreaming51 towards intersectional analysis of norms and other socio-cultural aspects as ground for creative actions for change.

Design artifacts are like texts written by designers and read by users.52 This “reading” involves implicit design objectives that define, enable, and constrain users according to certain abilities or towards specific performances. Madeline Akrich calls this the designer’s script, which (to her) symbolizes the designer’s vision of the how the design should be used.53 Scripts involve probable action scenarios and control frameworks that the designer inscribes into the artifact. The design process involves establishing action scenarios that involve material alignments with artifact usage, either in line with inscribed scenarios (subscribing) or resisting them (de-inscribing). Scholar Peter-Paul Verbeek is not alone in saying that designs mediate our experience of the world.54 If that is so, then the social qualities, norms, and characteristics expressed by a design and its use are necessarily part of the designer’s process and the user’s interaction. Interactions are themselves not neutral—the design plays a mediating role that contributes to shaping attitudes and values in society.55 Users naturally have the right to accept
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or oppose interactions, either by choice or by being excluded from the design or designer’s intention. But for user groups that are often overlooked or disregarded, such continuous exclusion is irritating, denunciative, and likely discriminatory.

Verbeek’s theory of material morality seeks to explain these multilateral relationships between designers, artifacts, and users.54 The theory has a pragmatic aspect related to how human beings act in the world, and an experience-oriented aspect that relates to how design transforms human perception of the world. According to the theory, actions are not only the result of our intentions, they are enabled, shaped, and transformed through our use of human-made artifacts, tools, and technologies. Designing, then, should not be understood as a simple linear process of embedding action scenarios in an artifact, because those actions are not only the result of embedded social norms, they are shaped and transformed through the interaction. A conscious, skilled designer ought to have learned to identify a range of objectives for a design, and should—through mindful effort—be able to discover additional dimensions in a design scenario.55

An example of this would be for urban designers to also include traffic, disability, and cost factors in their iterative explorations of context, in addition to drawing from their personal knowledge. Embracing this exploratory mindset asks designers to willfully dig through social conventions, existing contextual practices, entrenched policies, and so on. Scholar Sara Ahmed would call this disruption the act of a feminist killjoy.56 To wit:

“Does the feminist kill other people’s joy by pointing out moments of sexism? Or does she expose the bad feelings that get hidden, displaced, or negated under public signs of joy? Does bad feeling enter the room when somebody expresses anger about things, or could anger be the moment when the bad feelings that circulate through objects get brought to the surface in a certain way?”57

Challenging that lack of norm-critical perspectives—which constitutes a “refusal to look away from what has already been looked over”60—means that designers challenge the idea that they automatically understand a design context or who the users are. This attitude of disruption is similar in the context of innovation, which takes place (according to some definitions) when it breaks the rules and breaks with business as usual—when it is enacting change, not simply speaking of it.61

Design is an actor in human life worlds. Bad design is often noticeable—it can give us a backache or a headache. Good design, on the other hand, can offer relief from and support for our everyday lives. Design that excludes or discriminates, as we have seen in the examples described previously, is perhaps not the designer’s intention. However, “many of the resulting products, services, and systems are equally reductive when it comes to the integration of lived experiences of race, class, gender, sexuality, and ability.”62 Even human-centered design can be guilty of this, out of ignorance, dismissiveness, or a failure “to account for the needs of certain individuals and groups in favor of others, thereby potentially exacerbating existing structural inequalities.”63 When designers create in ways that benefit some groups more than others, then that outcome is discriminatory.64 This ignorance may be caused by designers having to switch their empathy “on and off” to achieve ultimately capitalistic ends.65 Nevertheless, placing (specific) humans at the center of design potentially “forecloses on everything outside the center”—including the marginalized members of society and the environment. Perhaps the social norm really does perform the object66 during the creative process. In our experience, those who exist outside social norms find that design solutions rarely seem to include them as intended users. This is why we must question who
decides which social group is relevant, and analyze the locus of power differences between relevant and (seemingly) non-relevant social groups. When normal means “white, middle-aged, able-bodied man,” that leaves a wide swath of humanity outside the circle—people who cannot subscribe to its action scenarios, have been excluded from the designer’s intentions, or just do not follow the script. By disrupting their own modus operandi, designers utilizing norm-creative innovation tools can intentionally target more inclusive, more sustainable outcomes.

Method

In 2014, Swedish research and innovation agency Vinnova launched an initiative combining gender equality and diversity with design and innovation. The overall objective was to contribute to fostering greater social equality by developing accessible methods in which a norm-critical perspective was the incentive for innovation.

Vinnova was responsible for inviting businesses and organizations to apply to the project as well as funding projects that were suited to testing the norm-creative innovation process. Six organizations were granted funding to explore product and service projects across a range of domains, from health care E.R. response to computer gaming. In each case, between three and four participants were involved. In addition, three design firms were invited to assist participants during the design process. As design researchers with experience within these areas, Vinnova invited us and two other colleagues to plan and facilitate project operations, and develop the tools and methods for the norm-creative innovation process.

The overall project had three phases. The first was an initial conception phase, during which gathered material, reviewed our prior experience, and researched the literature. We synthesized all of this into a set of methods and tools. The second was the collaboration phase, with a focus on user experience. Practicing designers and everyday users explored social aspects in design across the various projects together, using the tools and methods we had developed during the first stage. After this stage, we conducted interviews with project participants to gather feedback on their experiences of tools and methods used and results achieved. The third and final stage was the materializing phase. During this phase, we examined all of our results, redesigned the tools and methods that we had probed during the second phase, and created a card deck/toolkit. In addition, to ensure the legitimacy of the material, we invited 15 academic and other external experts to review the material.

The toolkit consists of 52 method cards. On one side are descriptions of 12 social norms, 12 challenging tactics, 12 inspiring role models, and 12 experiment cards. On the other, we outline 52 norm-creative design methods (Figure 1). After final editing, layout, printing, and packaging, the norm-creative innovation toolkit—a new way of communicating desirable outcomes for innovation projects—was launched by Vinnova in October 2016. It is still in distribution.

We used a qualitative approach for our research, with the objective of identifying prospective breakthroughs through a holistic search for perceived meanings and experiences of the tools and methods being used. Its scientific validity lies in its application of validated theories and methods to achieve the research objective of contributing to more inclusive design solutions; its pragmatic validity lies in its results, which are useful and practical; and its normative validity lies in our research objective to address and impact change something considered as a flaw.
Outcomes

All design methodologies have different objectives informed by explicit and implicit rationales for certain actions. Favoring one approach over another, however, says much about the expectations placed on the designer—it is said that we are what we solve.\(^{75}\) In a way, the objectives of a design process can perform its result, especially if we accept that design approaches are implemented within design discourses that have attendant (social) norms. The norms are influential—they ask designers to include certain concerns and exclude others. They prescribe the designer’s focus of attention, how the design space should be understood, what the urgent issues are, and how these should be approached. To counter this—and perhaps create new norms within this context—some have recommended that the designer step out of traditional ways of thinking and acting.\(^{76}\) For us, to articulate norm-creative tactics we firstly identified the objectives in existing design discourses that have attendant (social) norms. The norms are influential—they ask designers to include certain concerns and exclude others. They prescribe the designer’s focus of attention, how the design space should be understood, what the urgent issues are, and how these should be approached. To counter this—and perhaps create new norms within this context—some have recommended that the designer step out of traditional ways of thinking and acting.\(^{76}\) For us, to articulate norm-creative tactics we firstly identified the objectives in existing design discourses, which may (in some cases) translate into routine actions minus any serious examination of the situated problem from more angles than the obvious. In the following section, we will propose a set of norm-creative innovation tactics that support such exploration. These tactics clarify where designers can focus their attention, prescribe a variety of standpoints from which to understand a problem, highlight urgent issues, and suggest procedures for action.

---

\(^{75}\) Butler, Gender Trouble.

Table 1. Outlining design objectives of various design approaches and their links to norm-creative tactics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human-centered design</strong></td>
<td><em>Human-centered design (HCD)</em> is commonly seen as a shift away from technology-centered design to create new solutions based on the physical and psychological needs of the people being designed for. The emphasis is on user experience throughout the process—in other words, developing a comprehensive understanding of users.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Problem solving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Solution-oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• User-oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emphatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborative design</strong></td>
<td><em>Participatory design/Co-design/Collaborative design are democratic approaches that involve a shift in attitude from designing for users to designing with users, requiring new ways of thinking, feeling, and working aimed at creating robust new knowledge and outcomes.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cooperative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Democratic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• User-centered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Process-oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inter-disciplinary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical design</strong></td>
<td><em>Critical design is an approach which emphasizes the social or environmental aspects of a design space, and confronts the status quo rather than solving the issues. The approach involves problem-finding in the service of society, and using design to question “what is.” The design objective is to make people think, increase attentiveness, reveal conventions, and initiate discussions.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Problem-finding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Process-oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Attentive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Problem-oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Political</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Norm-critical innovation</strong></td>
<td><em>Norm-critical approaches typically seek to expose norms, values, and mental models that contribute in limiting people’s life worlds. The objective is to achieve equality and diversity, through (for example) intersectional analysis of power structures, performances, mental models, values, and constraints in ways that enable design to achieve change.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Problem-finding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Equity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Social</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Universal design</strong></td>
<td><em>Universal design/Inclusive design/Design for all are approaches whose aim is to generate designs that can be used by as many people as possible. This is done through understanding diverse user needs and conditions. Their main objective involves building human life worlds that benefit all people, not just the temporarily able-bodied ones.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1. (Continued)


tactics to address social aspects in design

A strategy is a general plan of action to achieve an outcome, while tactics are the means, methods, or procedures used to attain an objective. A strategy can comprise several tactics. The overall strategy of norm-creative innovation is to foster socially sustainable societies. In this context, norm-creative tactics are the various stances and procedures designers can use to work towards that objective. These 12 norm-creative innovation tactics illustrate various action paths, such as designing for marginalized people or for all, designing collaborative solutions, or designing with the intention to stir debate and draw attention to a certain phenomenon or issue. Tactics are starting points, similar to what some describe as lenses.

to differentiate and clarify the specific objectives of each norm-creative tactic, we named them after traditional hand tools (Table 2). The order that you deploy each
Table 2. Outline of norm-creative tactics and their objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Inspired by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Hole Punch</strong></td>
<td>Addresses social norms of exclusion by influencing public opinion and increasing awareness through communication/storytelling of negative user experiences.</td>
<td>• Critical design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Sledgehammer</strong></td>
<td>Opposes social norms of exclusion by performing user experiences of marginalization, exclusion, or discrimination.</td>
<td>• Critical design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Plastering Trowel</strong></td>
<td>Counteracts social norms of exclusion by creating solutions that fit and work for as many user groups' needs and preferences as possible.</td>
<td>• Human-centered design • Universal design • Design for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Precision Screwdriver</strong></td>
<td>Corrects social norms of exclusion by addressing the specific needs of marginalized groups through the design outcome.</td>
<td>• Human-centered design • Inclusive design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Twirl Whisk</strong></td>
<td>Thwarts social norms of exclusion by tweaking the problematic issue into a new form or function.</td>
<td>• Human-centered design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Camouflage Net</strong></td>
<td>Outsmarts social norms of exclusion by packaging the new in familiar and recognizable ways.</td>
<td>• Human-centered design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Adjustable Wrench</strong></td>
<td>Neutralizes social norms of exclusion by creating flexible solutions that can be expanded, transformed, or otherwise reconfigured by the users themselves.</td>
<td>• Collaborative design • Service design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Welding Torch</strong></td>
<td>Annuls social norms of exclusion by creating collective and shared systems or service solutions.</td>
<td>• Collaborative design • Service design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Lever Bar</strong></td>
<td>Challenges social norms of exclusion by building on affirmative actions and reversed privileges for marginalized groups.</td>
<td>• Human-centered design • Inclusive design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Eraser</strong></td>
<td>Counteracts social norms of exclusion by obliterating “bad designs” and starting from scratch.</td>
<td>• Norm-critical innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Grater</strong></td>
<td>Works against social norms of exclusion by creating objects that challenge exclusion through their form and/or function.</td>
<td>• Critical design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Garden Trowel</strong></td>
<td>Opposes social norms of exclusion by creating solutions that transcend norms and categorizations.</td>
<td>• Critical design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 contains a brief outline of norm-creative tactics and their objectives. 79

Again, some of these norm-creative tactics draw inspiration from existing tools and methods. Examples are the Sledgehammer and the Grater, both of which are derived from critical design. Similar to critical design, the rationale behind these is to draw attention to particular phenomena, not resolve them. The Sledgehammer tactic achieves this via creating a physical experience, and the Grater by materializing artifacts that draw attention to specific problems. In our experience, such
tactics are valuable when combined with other approaches, which enables participants to explore the initial problem situation from different perspectives. What arises may then be taken further down a variety of avenues with help of other tactics, or by continuing on the critical design path.

In the following sections we present some of the ways we have implemented norm-creative tactics. Each case reports activity from a Vinnova design project constellation that one of the authors was working with. To make the tactics’ impact more readily discernable, we classify them under three headings: radical, inclusive, and social. This classification further highlights their objectives and the intended scope of their impact.

Exploring Radical Norm-Creative Tactics

This exploration took place in 2012. It involved designers Karin Ehrnberger and Cristine Sundbom in cooperation with Emma Börjesson and Anne-Christine Hertz from the Health Technology Center, Halland. The project was conducted as part of a research initiative at the Health and Technology Center, to more closely examine whose needs are given priority and whose are neglected in health-related technology and innovation development. The project portrays the use of radical norm-creative tactics. Its objective was to draw attention to issues or marginalized users through the design output: the Andro Chair, “designed for men, based on women’s experiences.”

Andro refers to andrology, the discipline that deals with male health, especially related to the male reproductive system—in other words, the male equivalent to gynecology.

The problem setting for this project was this: some women experience discomfort before and during pelvic examinations, sometimes so much that they completely avoid them. The traditional gynecological examination chair has the user lay on her back, with her feet placed in stirrups that separate her legs and expose her genital area. The chair is designed to suit the needs of the gynecologist, not the patient. Through interviews with women, men, midwives, gynecologists, andrologists, urologists, and nurses, the project team learned that some women perceive the chair as cold, omissive, and degrading.

Instead of designing a new gynecological chair, the aim was to challenge and illustrate the problem situation by changing the user from a woman to a man. In this case, the participants were probing the Sledgehammer tactic: performing experiences of social exclusion and power dynamics—and in this case, placing men in the chair instead of women. After this, they used the Grater tactic to acknowledge what had gone unnoticed (female discomfort). The reason for this is twofold: to unveil the hidden norms and acceptances based on gender hierarchies that affect design, and to use design as a tool not only to solve problems, but also to facilitate discussion beyond traditional academic discourse.

The result is the Andro Chair (Figure 2): the male patient lies on his stomach, legs spread and bent in a submissive kneeling posture, his back turned, so the doctor can easily access the prostate from behind (Figure 3). Initial reactions from some men signaled that they would not accept examination in

Figure 2 The Andro Chair. Illustrating the Andro Chair. Photo by Anders Andersson. Copyright © 2018 Androstolen/Health Technology Center Halland.
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this manner at all, questioning why anyone would design such bad solution. Even though it creates the ideal posture for prostate examination, just like its female cousin the chair creates an omissive and degrading patient experience. Their reactions indicate that design can contribute to making invisible social norms visible when it “reverses” the norms of the design. The Andro Chair received great attention and elicited quite strong reactions, illustrating that norm-creative radical tactics have real potential to create more profound understandings and challenge “what is” through design output. They invite participants to counteract social norms—that they can now grasp clearly—through innovatively thinking new.

Exploring Inclusive Norm-Creative Tactics

This probe took place in 2014 and involved designers Madlene Lindström and Marcus Heneen from Veryday in collaboration with design researcher Åsa Wikberg Nilsson and Karolinska Hospital (Solna, Sweden). The design process they used exemplifies the use of inclusive norm-creative tactics, which aim to foster solutions that fit and work for as many users as possible. The project was set in Karolinska hospital Emergency Department. Recent hospital statistics had indicated that female patients on average waited longer than males for treatment in the ED. It seemed that generally more active and persistent patients got faster treatment—more often this meant men.

Instead of exploring the stated problem in terms of opposing categories of male and female patients, the constellation of team members looked for ways to calm the active patients and support and encourage passive ones. The main tactic implemented in this project was the Plastering Trowel, which is intended to foster solutions that work for as many people as possible through a design process that focuses on user experience, interaction, and visual communications that do not contribute to unnecessary constraints, stereotypical representations, or exclusions in the user situation. In addition, the Hole Punch-tactic, with its focus on increasing awareness of norms—in this case through a re-framing of participant’s mental model of what the actual problem was—was used later on. Finally, the Welding Torch tactic then reinforced the social context as part of the solution and enhanced the team’s focus on creating both a good working environment and a positive patient experience.
This process resulted firstly in the design of a digital artifact that provides patients the ability to describe their symptoms in a neutral way upon their arrival to the ED (Figure 4). A second outcome was a digital communication display that visualizes information regarding wait times, up to date information regarding available hospital staff, and other details (Figure 5). The inclusive norm-creative tactics embraced several perspectives and user groups at once, which resulted in a solution for patient intake that was neutral; a solution for patients that provided clearly visualized, easy to understand information; plus a solution for hospital staff that provided patient details in comparable ways. These results seem promising—both in terms of how inclusive tactics can embrace and address several users’ needs at once, and how well they challenged the framing of the original problem situation as gender based.

**Exploring Social Norm-Creative Tactics**

The third experiment took place in 2015, and involved design researcher and city developer Marcus Jahnke, service designer Julia Jonasson, and residents from a low-income residential area in Sweden. This brief case study, the Waste Service project, exemplifies the objectives of social norm-creative tactics.

The problem was this: established garbage and waste management solutions in
the area were situated in locations that were not particularly easy to access, especially if residents did not have access to a car. That localization exposed a middle-class social norm: the expectation that everyone has a vehicle. In the city where the study took place, the inhabitants of one low-income residential area had problems getting rid of bulky and hazardous waste, which had to be transported to a waste station outside the city. Many of the area’s residents were immigrants, which falsely led some to assume that this was why they did not dispose of their waste properly. Nevertheless, the present waste system was considered neutral.

The main tactic implemented in this project was the **Plastering Trowel**, which aims to create solutions that fit the needs of many. The reason the team chose to employ this tactic was that it meets needs without categorizing user groups, and avoids stereotypical expressions in its solutions. Through this, the original problem situation was challenged. The team rejected the rationale that ethnic background was the root of the problem, and instead chose to explain the current waste management system as performing the social norm that “everyone owns a car.” The team constellation deployed the **Welding Torch** tactic, and utilized its co-creation methods to arrive at socially inclusive waste management solutions. They utilized the **Lever Bar** tactic to return to the original problem, more clearly isolate its implicit social norms and better focus on the marginalized groups. These tactics were implemented iteratively, which enabled all to consider the problem situation through different lenses.

The outcomes included a new service for the removal of bulky waste and unwanted furniture that users can request through a digital app (Figure 6). This was also a solution grounded in social entrepreneurship: residents would be able to work for the service, and the municipality could support the project by providing employees with electric mopeds they can use to pick up unwanted items, take them for repair, or transport them to waste stations. This kind of social innovation challenges another social norm in society—that major actors are the only ones that can contribute to waste system management.

All these case studies included a variety of tactics in their design process. Project participants noted that typically they used one main tactic supported by several secondary tactics. These cases demonstrate that radical, inclusive, and social norm-creative perspectives can be implemented in iterative cycles of design space exploration. The tactics outline action possibilities that feed into discussions
among users and clients, raising awareness of the numerous alternatives and social consequences of taking certain actions.

Discussion
This paper has outlined objectives for norm-creative innovation tactics and demonstrated some of the effects and impacts of taking such stances into account. We believe that the issues that norm-creative activity brings to light deserve more attention from society in general and the practice of design in particular—especially given our need to ensure sustainable societies going forward. We would like to emphasize that the objective of norm-creative innovation tactics is not to create neutral design solutions, whatever those might be. Rather, it involves a mindset of explicitly placing diverse user experiences at the core of the design process and, through the lenses of tactics, exploring several possibilities of humanizing a particular setting or phenomena.

There is an interesting dynamic in created by norm-creative tactics that would benefit from further reflection. They serve to augment the design process, meaning that the initial exploration of the design situation is expanded by focusing on one tactic, and then another, and so forth. Combining them helps shape an inquiry based on different stances and contributes to an iterative exploratory approach. This, in turn, serves designers, by challenging them with discursive activity and asking them to re-frame their understandings and preconceptions of what is. This is why norm-creative tactics contribute to innovative, inclusive, sustainable possible futures which ought to be. Using several tactics also serves the design outcome; iterative tactical explorations lead to robust results. The design team has been able to explore and question what each solution will potentially afford or contribute to society. These case studies demonstrate that the tools designers personally introduce into the design process can influence the results in myriad ways.

As previously noted, the tactics outlined in this paper draw inspiration from several existing design approaches which have been deconstructed and tweaked to adhere to a norm-critical stance. The tactics we see as lenses that focus design team’s attention on specific objectives. Our contribution, the toolkit, provides a novel array of tactics to approach a design situation. To our knowledge, such a wide-ranging collection of different design approaches does not exist, except within the constraints of universal design or critical design, for example.

This study demonstrates that norm-creative innovation tactics can break down perceived realities. It has shed some light on certain deficiencies and contradictions in design, as well as flaws in some solutions that we propose derives from ignorance of social norms. Design discourses operate within and contribute to what society recognizes as important and hence contribute to the performance of social norms in design outcomes. The tactics point out overlooked user issues or other phenomena that deserve recognition and contribute to more mindful design space explorations. Thus, through more probing and inquiry, the outcome of this study may lead to the development of a “we-methodology,” beyond the “I-methodology,” that values and requires collaborative inquiry and seeks necessarily inclusive solutions.

In this paper, we have described that to confront the issue of marginalization in the design space requires a change within design practice itself. We submit here that norm-creative innovation tactics are a way to support design space exploration, clarify the focus of attention, prescribe different interpretations of the problem space and what the urgent issues are, and suggest procedures for action. This change of approach can contribute to truly novel solutions. Our hope is that this brief outline of the tactics and their uses will contribute to designers’
understanding how they can implement these changes in their own practices, and that this, in the long-run, will contribute to social sustainability through design.

**Conclusion**

Using norm-creative tactics is one promising way to illuminate and support emphatic understandings of social norms that influence design. The results we have garnered demonstrate that these tactics contribute to shifting understandings of the initial phenomena and reframing understandings of use, users, the problem situation, and the solution. They foster new approaches to a problem situation based on several stances and action possibilities—a re-framing that can contribute to innovative outputs. Some design discourses inadequately address and challenge our notions of user and/or problem, and the result is a disharmony performed by products, services, and environments that marginalizes or excludes some users. The tactics we propose can serve to augment existing design disciplines, practices, and approaches in three critical ways. Firstly, they contribute to iterative explorations of several stances and action possibilities. Secondly, they promote shifts of awareness through increasing understanding of diverse user experiences and social exclusion. Thirdly, they contribute both to novel explorations about what is and what might be, increasing the scope of innovative prospection. Adequately challenging marginalized problems in a design space means changing how we practice design itself. We must learn to automatically include new, more inclusive ways of thinking and acting that support long-term social sustainability through design.
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